TFIID, a multiprotein complex comprising the TATA-binding protein (TBP) and TBP-associated factors (TAFs), associates specifically with core promoters and nucleates the assembly the RNA polymerase II transcription machinery. In yeast cells, TFIID is not generally required for transcription, although it plays an important role at many promoters. Understanding of the specific functions and physiological roles of individual TAFs within TFIID has been hampered by the fact that depletion or thermal inactivation of individual TAFs generally results in dissociation of the TFIID complex. We describe here C-terminally deleted derivatives of yeast TAF130 that assemble into normal TFIID complexes but are transcriptionally inactive in vivo. In vivo, these mutant TFIID complexes are dramatically reduced in their ability to associate with all promoters tested. In vitro, a TFIID complex containing a deleted form of TAF130 associates poorly with DNA, but it is unaffected for interacting with transcriptional activation domains. These results suggest that the C-terminal region of TAF130 is required for TFIID to associate with promoters.
TFIID is a multiprotein complex consisting of the TATAbinding protein (TBP) and at least 14 TBP-associated factors (TAFs) (5, 30, 42, 43, 47, 53) . TBP specifically recognizes TATA elements (18, 19) , which are present in most RNA polymerase II (Pol II) promoters, and it directly interacts with general transcription factors TFIIA (49) and TFIIB (34) . As such, TBP is required to nucleate the assembly of the Pol II machinery on promoters. In the context of TFIID, certain TAFs contact the initiator and the downstream promoter elements and perhaps other sequences flanking the TATA element (4, 6, 37, 52, 54) . In vitro, TAFs are important for transcription from promoters lacking TATA elements, but they are dispensable for basal TATA-dependent transcription. In addition, biochemical experiments suggest that TAFs play a role in the response to transcriptional activator proteins, perhaps by serving as direct targets of activation domains (53) . However, transcriptional activation in vitro can occur in the absence of TAFs (20, 23, 38, 59) .
In yeast cells, TBP is generally required for Pol II transcription (9) , and the level of TBP occupancy of promoters is strongly correlated with transcriptional activity and with occupancy by TFIIA and TFIIB (25, 26, 27) . In contrast, TAFs are significantly under-represented at many promoters, indicating that there are at least two forms of transcriptionally active TBP in vivo (25, 28) . One form is presumably TFIID, whereas the other form lacks TAFs and corresponds either to TBP itself or to some other TBP complex. TFIID and the TAF-independent form of TBP have distinct promoter selectivities, which are in excellent accord with the TAF requirement for transcription in vivo. TFIID is the predominant (and perhaps exclusive) form of TBP at TAF-dependent promoters, whereas the TAF-independent form predominates at TAF-independent promoters (25, 28) . However, TFIID is associated with most, and perhaps all, yeast promoters to some extent.
Because some TAFs are also present in the SAGA histone acetylase complex (12, 39, 47) , elucidating TAF functions in the context of TFIID requires analysis of TFIID-specific TAFs. In yeast cells, depletion or thermal inactivation of TFIIDspecific TAFs (TAFs 130, 67, 40 and 19) reduces transcription at only a subset of promoters, and it does not affect the response to many activator proteins (15, 32, 55) . In addition, a TBP mutant defective for TFIID complex formation in vivo has selective effects on gene expression (40) . Similarly, mutated derivatives of mammalian TAF250, the homolog of yeast TAF130, affect the transcription of only a subset of promoters in vivo (36, 48, 57) . Individual depletion of yeast TFIID-specific TAFs results in a common effect on HIS3 TATA-element utilization and TRP3 transcription, indicating that these TAFs are required for the transcription from certain promoters lacking conventional TATA elements (32, 33) . In addition, the TFIID-specific TAF130 is important for transcription of certain cell cycle and ribosomal protein genes in a manner that depends on the core promoter and not the enhancer (45, 50, 56) .
Although the above genetic analyses demonstrate that TFIID plays an important role in core promoter function, they are not suitable for assigning specific functions to individual TAFs. First, depletion or thermal inactivation of an individual TAF often causes dissociation of the TFIID complex (33, 55) , such that the state of TFIID varies in an unpredictable manner throughout the course of an experiment. In some cases, glutathione S-transferase (GST)-pulldown or coimmunoprecipitation experiments have shown that the mutated TAF derivatives can interact with TBP (10, 35, 50) . However, since the Nterminal domains of TAF130 or TAF250 are sufficient for a stable interaction with TBP (22, 29) , these assays are insufficient to demonstrate TFIID integrity. Second, some tempera-ture-sensitive mutants of TAF130 may form normal TFIID complexes at the restrictive temperature (analysis was restricted to one additional TAF), but the limited molecular analysis of these mutants was insufficient to define specific functions of TAF130 (50) . Third, although mutations that affect the acetylase or kinase activities of TAF250 have been described (10, 35) , these and other biochemical assays have been performed on the isolated TAF derivatives and not in the context of TFIID. Fourth, although TFIID function in extracts prepared from temperature-sensitive TAF250 cell lines is reduced by heat treatment (48) , TFIID integrity was not assessed. For these reasons, it is impossible to determine if the transcriptional phenotypes in vitro or in vivo are due to a specific function of the mutated TAF or to partial or complete disruption of the TFIID complex.
In order to identify specific and physiologically relevant functions of individual TAFs within the context of TFIID, it is essential to identify mutations of TFIID-specific TAFs that do not affect TFIID integrity. Furthermore, it is essential to analyze the corresponding mutant TFIID complexes (i.e., not isolated TAFs) for their transcriptional properties in vivo and biochemical functions in vitro. We describe here derivatives of TAF130 that assemble into a normal TFIID complex but are functionally defective. The mutant TFIID complexes interact poorly with promoters in vivo and in vitro but are unaffected for interacting with transcriptional activation domains. These results suggest that the C-terminal region of TAF130 is required for TFIID to interact with promoters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation of TAF130 mutants. To obtain dominant-negative mutants of TAF130, we started with plasmid pWC509, a derivative of URA3 centromeric plasmid pRS416 (46) that expresses hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged wild-type TAF130 from the GAL1 promoter (kindly provided by Michael Green). pWC509 was introduced into the Escherichia coli mutator strain XL1-Red, and pooled transformants were grown for 60 generations to obtain mutations at a level of approximately 1 per kb. The library of mutagenized plasmids was transformed into yeast strain FT4 (51) , and transformants were grown for 2 days on medium containing 2% glucose and Casamino Acids lacking uracil. Colonies were then replica plated on comparable medium containing 2% galactose to identify cells that grew normally on glucose but poorly on galactose. Plasmids from the desired strains were isolated, and the TAF130-containing insert was recloned into the parental plasmid to confirm the phenotype.
Other TAF130 derivatives were obtained by standard procedures of DNA manipulation. TAF130-N787, -N690, and -N447 were made by digesting pWC509 with XbaI, EcoRI, and BsaBI, respectively, enzymes that cleave in the TAF130 coding region and in the terminator, followed by religation. TAF130-N569, -N333, -N202, and -N159 were made by PCR using appropriate oligonucleotides. TAF130-⌬16 and TAF130-⌬4 have been described previously (2) and were obtained from Tony Weil.
Immunoprecipitation of TFIID. For analysis of the dominant-negative mutants, cells were grown in synthetic complete medium with 0.5% glucose and 1.5% galactose to allow expression of the TAF130 derivatives without impairing cell growth. For analysis of the other TAF130 derivatives, which were expressed from the native TAF130 promoter, cells were grown in comparable medium containing 2% glucose. In all cases, the strains contained untagged, wild-type TAF130 in the normal chromosomal location. HA or (HA) 3 versions of wild-type and mutant TAF130 derivatives were immunoprecipitated from whole-cell extracts using the anti-HA monoclonal antibody 12CA5 as described previously (33) . TFIID components were detected by Western blotting using antibodies against TBP and TAFs (kindly provided by Michael Green) and the Supersignal substrate (Pierce). Chromatin immunoprecipitation on strains containing (HA) 3 -tagged versions of wild-type or mutant TAF130 was performed with anti-HA F7 monoclonal antibody or anti-TBP polyclonal antibodies as described previously (25) .
Transcriptional analysis. ZMY117, the parental TAF130 depletion strain (32), was transformed with the vector (pRS313) or plasmids expressing (HA) 3 tagged TAF130 or TAF130-⌬16 from the natural TAF130 promoter. Depletion of the untagged TAF130 was accomplished by adding 500 M copper sulfate to the medium and then taking samples at 0, 2, and 4 h (32), and RNA was analyzed by S1 nuclease analysis using oligonucleotide probes (17) . The oligonucleotide probes that have not been previously published are RPL9A (GGTGGAAAAT TCGATA GTAACACCATCTCTAACTGGAACGTTTCTGATCTTCTTGTC ACCAGGCGG) and RPL8A (GCCTAATTCGAACTTTCTCTTCTTTCTGA ATTGAGCAC GCTTGGCACCGGAGAGAA).
Immobilized template assays. Immobilized template assays were performed essentially as described previously (41) , except that whole-cell extracts (58) were used instead of nuclear extracts. Whole-cell extracts were active as assayed by promoter-specific transcription in vitro. The HIS4 promoter, TATA-less HIS4 promoter derivative (mTATA), and promoterless DNAs were biotinylated by PCR and then incubated with streptavidin-linked magnetic beads (Dynabeads M280 Streptavidin; Dynal, Inc.) overnight at room temperature in buffer I (2 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 0.01% NP-40). After incubation, the beads were washed three times with buffer I and three times with Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer and then stored in TE at 4°C (10-mg/ml final bead concentration). Before use, 1 mg of beads was incubated for 30 min with 1 ml of transcription buffer (25 mM HEPES-KOH [pH 7.5], 10 mM magnesium acetate, 5 mM EGTA, 125 mM potassium acetate, 10% glycerol, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 0.1% NP-40) containing 30 mg of bovine serum albumin and 5 mg of polyvinylpyrrolidone per ml. The immobilized template reactions consisted of 5 l of DNA-bound beads, wholecell extracts containing 80 g of total protein, and 3 g of the plasmid p(C 2 AT) 19 (7) as competitor DNA in a total volume of 50 l of transcription buffer. After the reactions were incubated at 4°C for 2 h in a rotator, the beads were washed four times in transcription buffer, and then 50 l of sample buffer was added to the beads and the suspension was boiled for 5 min. Proteins were analyzed by Western blotting. Some reactions contained 200 ng of purified Gal4-VP16 activator protein (obtained from Steve Buratowski). Serial dilutions of the whole-cell extracts were used to compare the relative amounts of proteins detected after the immobilized template assay.
Activation domain interaction assay. GST fusion proteins were expressed and bound to the glutathione beads as described previously (8), adjusted to a protein concentration of 1 mg/ml of bed, and stored at Ϫ80°C. The plasmid expressing GST fused to TADIV of Adr1 (24) was obtained from Clyde Denis. Beads were washed three times in transcription buffer prior to the assay. Binding assays were performed overnight at 4°C using 300 g of whole-cell extract and 20 l of beads in 200 l of transcription buffer. Proteins bound to the beads were collected by centrifugation, washed four times with 0.5 ml of transcription buffer, and analyzed by Western blotting.
RESULTS

Isolation of dominant-negative TAF130 mutants that assemble into TFIID.
Functionally compromised TAF derivatives that assemble into TFIID complexes might behave in a dominant-negative fashion. Thus, we independently mutagenized HA-tagged versions of the TAF130, TAF17, TAF61, and TAF90 coding regions, expressed the libraries of mutant proteins from the GAL1 promoter, and searched for TAF mutants that specifically inhibit growth in galactose medium. Although this approach was unsuccessful for TAF17, TAF61, and TAF90, we obtained two TAF130 alleles that conferred a slow growth phenotype in galactose medium but not in glucose medium (Fig. 1A ). These two alleles encode C-terminal deletions that lack most of the conserved central domain. One mutation introduces a termination codon at residue 448, whereas the other causes an insertion and reading frame shift at residue 453 (Fig. 1B) . As expected from analysis of other TAF130 deletion mutants (2), these dominant-negative alleles are unable to support cell viability.
We analyzed whether the TAF130-N447 derivative assembles into the TFIID complex by coimmunoprecipitation using antibodies against the HA tag (Fig. 1C) . The TAF130-N447 derivative behaves indistinguishably from wild-type TAF130 with respect to its ability to coprecipitate all six TAFs tested.
The mutant TAF130 efficiently coprecipitates TBP, although perhaps with a slightly reduced efficiency compared with wildtype TAF130. Although this analysis can not exclude the possibility that untested TAFs might be absent from the observed complex, the results strongly suggest that the TAF130-N447 derivative assembles into TFIID.
Since the dominant-negative effect of the mutant TAF is only evident upon overexpression, we considered the possibility that it might be caused by blocking of the TBP-DNA interaction by the N-terminal inhibitory domain on TAF130 (22, 29) . However, analysis of a series of C-terminal deletion mutants (Fig. 1D ) reveals that the dominant-negative phenotype is not observed in several derivatives that contain the N-terminal inhibitory region (e.g., the N159, N202, and N333 derivatives). All of these TAF derivatives were expressed, and the levels of the N202 and N447 derivatives were comparable (data not shown). In accord with our results, other laboratories have reported that overexpression of the N-terminal domain of TAF130 does not produce a dominant-negative phenotype (2) .
TAF130 mutants do not associate with promoters in vivo. Promoter association of the TAF130 derivatives in living yeast cells was analyzed by chromatin immunoprecipitation. Because the TAF130 mutants do not support viability, we used an approach previously described for inviable derivatives of TBP (44) , an N-terminal inhibitory region (TAND) that strongly interacts with TBP (22, 29) , an additional region interacting with TBP (2), and a region interacting with other TAFs (2). (C) TFIID complex formation. HA-tagged wild-type TAF130 or TAF130-N447 was immunoprecipitated from cell extracts with anti-HA antibodies, and components of the TFIID complex were detected by Western blotting with the indicated antibodies. (D) Dominant-negative effects due to overexpression of C-terminal deletions mutants of TAF130 (number indicates last residue of the protein). Growth phenotypes were determined on galactose medium and are defined in arbitrary units with a value of 5 indicating normal growth and a value of 0 indicating no growth. The structures of TAF130-⌬4 (lacks residues 208-303) and TAF130-⌬16 (lacks residues 913 to 1037) are also indicated. The asterisk denotes the N447 mutant isolated in the genetic screen.
VOL. 21, 2001 TAF130 AND PROMOTER ASSOCIATION OF TFIID (11) . (HA) 3 -tagged TAF130 mutants were expressed from the natural TAF130 promoter in a strain that contains an untagged wild-type copy of TAF130 at its normal chromosomal locus. In this way, we could directly assess the properties of the TAF130 derivative, and hence the mutant TFIID complex, in normally growing cells.
We examined several C-terminal deletions (Fig. 1D) , as well as internal deletions (⌬4, which lacks residues 208 to 303, and ⌬16, which lacks residues 913 to 1037) that are unable to support cell viability (2) . The (HA) 3 -tagged ⌬4, ⌬16, and N787 derivatives are expressed at levels that are roughly comparable to the (HA) 3 -tagged wild-type protein but are ca. twofold lower than that of the genomic TAF130 (Fig. 2A) . The N569 and N447 derivatives were expressed at significantly lower levels and thus were not analyzed further. Coimmunoprecipitation experiments (Fig. 2B) indicate that, as previously described (2), the ⌬4 mutant interacts normally with TBP but fails to assemble with any of the TAFs tested. In contrast, the ⌬16 derivative of TAF130 immunoprecipitates TBP and the five TAFs tested with an efficiency comparable to that of wild-type TAF130, strongly suggesting that it forms an otherwise normal TFIID complex. Consistent with its ability to form normal TFIID complexes, the ⌬16 derivative of TAF130 confers a dominant-negative phenotype when overexpressed (Fig. 1D) . The N787 derivative of TAF130 also assembles into a TFIIDlike complex, although with a reduced efficiency. Importantly, wild-type TAF130 is not detected in complexes immunoprecipitated with the (HA) 3 -tagged ⌬16 or N787 derivatives of TAF130 (Fig. 2B ). This indicates that there is only one molecule of TAF130 in the TFIID complex and that the wild-type and mutant TFIID complexes coexist in physically distinct entities. TAF occupancy at yeast promoters is not strictly correlated with transcriptional activity or with occupancy by TBP, TFIIA, or TFIIB, indicating that TFIID interacts preferentially with certain yeast promoters in vivo (25, 28) . We therefore analyzed five promoters representing the full range of TFIID association: TFIID occupancy is high for ribosomal protein promoters RPS8A and RPL5, intermediate for the ACT1 and EFT2 promoters, and low for the PGK promoter (25) . As expected, the levels of TBP occupancy for each promoter are indistinguishable in the five strains. However, at all five promoters, TAF130 occupancy is dramatically reduced for all the mutant derivatives tested (Fig. 2C) . TAF130 association at these promoters is roughly comparable to that observed within the middle of the POL1 structural genes and hence is likely to be at or near the background level. Thus, all TAF130 derivatives, and therefore the TFIID complexes, tested are generally impaired in their association with yeast promoters in vivo. Of particular importance, the ⌬16 mutant associates extremely poorly with promoters, even though it appears to form a normal TFIID complex, thereby highlighting the C-terminal region of TAF130 as playing an important functional role in the context of TFIID.
The ⌬16 TAF130 mutant is transcriptionally nonfunctional in vivo. The transcriptional activity of the ⌬16 derivative of TAF130 was analyzed in a strain where wild-type TAF130 was depleted by the copper-inducible, double-shutoff method (32) .
Upon copper induction, the parental strain and the strain bearing the ⌬16 derivative of TAF130 had indistinguishable transcriptional patterns (Fig. 3A) . Specifically, transcription of the three TAF130-dependent promoters (TRP3, RPS8A, and RPL9A) is significantly decreased after 2 h in copper is and virtually eliminated after 4 h, whereas the TAF-independent PGK and Pol III tRNAw promoters remain unaffected. Transcription of all genes tested was unaffected in a control strain containing a wild-type TAF130 allele.
Unexpectedly, the level of the ⌬16 mutant protein is modestly reduced 2 h after copper addition and drastically reduced after 4 h (Fig. 3B ). This suggests that the mutant complex is undergoing degradation when a functional complex is eliminated and cells begin to die. The basis of this effect is unknown, but it suggests that the mutant TFIID complex is destabilized under conditions of severe cell stress and perhaps increased proteolytic activity. We doubt that transcriptional inactivity of the ⌬16 derivative is simply due to protein degradation, because a considerable amount of the ⌬16 protein remains at the 2-h time point, yet the expression of TAF130-dependent genes is indistinguishable from the control TAF130 depletion strain. Thus, in agreement with the chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments that are performed in wild-type cells, we conclude that the ⌬16 derivative of TAF130 is transcriptionally nonfunctional in vivo. 3 -tagged wild-type TAF130 or TAF130-⌬16 at 0, 2, and 4 h after the addition of copper. The TRP3, RPL9A, and RPS8A genes are dependent on TAF130 function, whereas the PGK and tRNAw genes are not (32, 45) . (B) Levels of wild-type and mutant TAF130 proteins at the indicated times after addition of copper, as determined by Western blotting with antibodies to the HA epitope or to TAF130. The position of the ubiquitin-tagged wild-type TAF130 (UbWT), which is degraded upon copper addition is also indicated.
FIG. 3. The TAF130-⌬16 derivative is transcriptionally inactive. (A) RNA levels of the indicated genes in strains containing a copper-inducible TAF130-depletion allele and plasmids expressing (HA)
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The mutant TFIID complex containing TAF130-⌬16 is defective for promoter binding in vitro. To compare biochemical properties of the mutant TFIID complex containing TAF130-⌬16 with those of wild-type TFIID, whole-cell extracts were incubated with immobilized DNA templates containing modified versions of the HIS4 promoter or a promoter-less fragment (41) . As shown in Fig. 4A , wild-type TFIID binds to the DNAs in a promoter-dependent fashion, i.e., several TAFs and TBP efficiently associate with the HIS4 TATA-containing and TATA-lacking DNA fragments, whereas binding to the promoter-less DNA is reduced almost to the background level (beads alone). TAF association, and hence TFIID binding, is comparable on the TATA-containing and TATA-lacking fragments. A slight TATA dependence is observed for TBP, and this is likely to reflect the isolated subunit which exists in yeast extracts (14) . The minimal TATA dependence in such immobilized template assays has been observed previously (41) .
In comparison to wild-type TFIID, the mutant complex containing TAF130-⌬16 binds poorly to the HIS4 promoter fragments. The weak binding of the mutant TFIID complex is significantly higher than that observed on the promoter-less fragment; hence, it is promoter dependent. The wild-type and mutant extracts are comparably active, as evidenced by equivalent levels of binding of nontagged TAF130, TAF90, TAF60, and TBP. In addition, the wild-type and mutant TFIID complexes are comparably stable during the procedure because equivalent amounts of intact TAFs remained in the supernatants after the binding. Taken together, these results indicate that the mutant TFIID complex is significantly impaired in DNA binding.
The ⌬16 mutant complex is fully competent for interacting with activators. The immobilized template assay was also used to examine whether the Gal4-VP16 activator can recruit the mutant TFIID complex to DNA. This experiment employed the promoterless fragment containing one Gal4 binding site, because this fragment gave the highest activation ratio in previous studies (41) . As shown in Fig. 4B , Gal4-VP16 conferred a sixfold stimulation in the association of TAF130-⌬16, and hence the mutant TFIID complex, to DNA. A similar six fold stimulation by Gal4-VP16 was observed for wild-type TFIID. The simplest interpretation of this result is that Gal4-VP16 interacts normally with the mutant TFIID complex to stimulate recruitment to DNA, but it cannot compensate for the initial defect in DNA binding. In accord with this interpretation, immobilized GST fusions to the VP16 or Adr1 (TAD4) activation domain (24) pulls down wild-type and mutant TAF130 derivatives, and hence TFIID complexes, to a comparable extent (Fig. 5) . Both activators also pull down other TAFs and TBP, whereas no binding to TFIID components is observed for GST alone or a fusion to a transcriptionally inactive version of the VP16 activation domain. These experiments show that, in vitro, the ⌬16 mutant TFIID complex is fully competent for interacting with activators, but it is specifically defective in a general DNA-binding function.
Evidence that the HMG domain within TAF130 has been mischaracterized. The region deleted in TAF130-⌬16 (residues 913 to 1037) corresponds to a region of human TAF250 that has been previously classified as being homologous to an HMG domain (44) . This observation was intriguing because HMG domains are typically found in DNA-binding proteins, some of which bind without sequence specificity (13) . However, an alignment between HMG proteins and TAF130 homologues (Fig. 6 ) strongly argues that the C-terminal region of TAF130 does not contain an HMG domain. There is very little correlation between the residues conserved in the TAFs and those similar between human TAF250 and the HMG-1.B. Only 2 of 18 residues in the HMG consensus are conserved across the known TAFs. Highly conserved aromatic residues in HMG proteins (Phe9, Phe12, Trp45, and Tyr56) that form a hydrophobic core that mediates the arrangement of helices II and III are not conserved among the TAF homologues, and only residues corresponding to Phe9 and Phe12 are present in the human TAF250. Furthermore, the TAF homologues contain a two-residue deletion of helix II and a large insertion in helix III with respect to HMG domains. These observations suggest that the C-terminal region of TAF130 (and presumably its homologues) interacts with DNA through a domain that is distinct from an HMG domain.
DISCUSSION
A mutant TFIID complex that is defective for association with DNA. Understanding the physiological roles of individual TAFs within TFIID requires the characterization of mutant TFIID complexes that have molecularly defined defects. Previous studies involving TAF depletion or thermal inactivation have been complicated by dissociation of the TFIID complex and/or by limited molecular analysis of the mutant TFIID complex (see the introduction). Here, we characterize TAF130 derivatives that assemble into TFIID complexes but are transcriptionally inactive in vivo. Specifically, TAF130-⌬16 and TAF130-N447 behave indistinguishably from wild-type TAF130 with respect to their abilities to coimmunoprecipitate TBP and all six TAFs tested. While we cannot exclude the possibility that some untested TAF is missing or substoichiometric, this observation strongly suggests that these TAF130 derivatives form TFIID complexes that are otherwise normal. As these mutant TFIID complexes were isolated from living cells and, since TFIID is unlikely to be assembled de novo in cell extracts, we believe that the mutant TFIID complexes exist in physiological conditions.
The N-terminal 447 residues of TAF130 (roughly 35% of the VOL. 21, 2001 TAF130 AND PROMOTER ASSOCIATION OF TFIIDfull-length protein) appear to define a minimal TFIID assembly domain. This TAF130 derivative includes determinants previously defined as being important for interactions with TBP and TAFs (2). Our results do not exclude other regions of TAF130 from contributing to TFIID stability and, in this regard, the TAF130-N787 mutant displays a minor defect in TFIID assembly. We do not fully understand why overexpression of TAF130-N447 and other TAF130 derivatives confers a dominant-negative phenotype. If the amounts of other TAFs are limiting in the cell, overexpression of such TAF130 derivatives might simply result in the preferential formation of mutant and transcriptionally incompetent TFIID complexes, thereby reducing the level of wild-type TFIID and causing a defect in cell growth. However, it is unclear why the genetically selected N447 and N452 derivatives confer a more severe dominant-negative phenotype than other TAF130 derivatives with less-extensive C-terminal deletions. By epitope-tagging the TAF130 derivatives, we could directly assay the physiological and biochemical properties of the mutant TFIID complexes, even in the presence of wild-type TFIID. In vivo, the mutant TFIID complexes are severely defective for interacting with all promoters tested. Although many yeast promoters do not require TFIID-specific TAFs for transcription in vivo due to the existence of a TAF-independent form of transcriptionally active form of TBP, TFIID associates with TAF-independent promoters to a modest extent (25, 28) . In accord with this general defect in promoter association, the mutant TFIID complexes appear to be transcriptionally inactive. However, there is a strong correlation between transcriptional activity and promoter association, because many components of the Pol II machinery are recruited together to promoters in vivo (26, 27) . Thus, these in vivo experiments cannot determine whether the mutant TFIID complexes have a specific defect in promoter association or have some other functional defect (e.g., interaction with activators or a component of Pol II holoenzyme) that indirectly decreases promoter association in vivo.
Biochemical analysis of the mutant TFIID complex containing TAF130-⌬16 reveals a specific defect in promoter association. The observed defect is unlikely to be due to instability of the mutant TFIID complex in vitro because the conditions used for the immobilized template assays are similar to those used for the coimmunoprecipitation experiments that demonstrate TFIID integrity. Furthermore, the functional defect of the TAF130-⌬16 complex is not due to weakened interactions with TFIIB or Pol II holoenzyme, because TFIID binding to immobilized templates occurs independently of these components (41) . Finally, the biochemical defect is specific in that the FIG. 6 . Analysis of the putative HMG domains of TAF130 homologues. Sequences corresponding to the HMG regions of several TAFs were aligned by using the program CLUSTAL W (EMBL Outstation) and compared to the original alignment between human TAF250 and the HMG-1.B (44) and to the HMG consensus (13) . The three ␣-helices that form the HMG domain are depicted above the TAF sequences. Residues shaded in gray are conserved among the TAFs, and boxed residues are similar between human TAF250 and HMG-1.B. mutant TFID complex behaves indistinguishably from wildtype TFIID for its ability to interact with the VP16 and Adr1 (TAD4) activation domains under experimental conditions that are very similar to those used for promoter binding. Taken together, our results indicate that TAF130-⌬16 assembles into an otherwise normal TFIID complex that fails to associate with promoters in vitro and in vivo. To our knowledge, this represents the first physiological and biochemical analysis of a mutant TFIID complex with a defined biochemical defect.
The C-terminal region of TAF130 is required for general DNA binding by TFIID. The biochemical and genetic properties of the mutant TFIID complex containing TAF130-⌬16 suggest that, in the context of TFIID, the C-terminal region of TAF130 is important for promoter association. The existence of this general DNA-binding function of TAF130 suggests that sequence-specific interactions between TBP and the TATA element (18, 19) and that certain TAFs with the initiator and downstream elements are not sufficient for efficient binding of TFIID to promoters (4, 6, 37, 52, 54) . Thus, even though the isolated TBP subunit efficiently binds TATA elements, TBP in the context of TFIID requires the C-terminal region of TAF130 for efficient binding in vivo and in vitro. It seems likely that the contribution of the TAF130 C-terminal region toward TFIID binding is largely nonspecific for DNA sequence, although our results do not exclude some degree of sequence specificity.
Three molecular models could explain how the C-terminal region of TAF130 increases the association of TFIID with promoters. The simplest model is that this TAF130 region directly interacts with DNA. A direct interaction could increase the overall association of TFIID to promoter DNA, whether or not this interaction is sequence specific. In support of this idea, the C-terminal region of TAF130 is highly basic/ human TAF250 in the context of TFIID can be cross-linked to DNA in vitro, and a TAF250-TAF150 complex shows sequence-specific binding to initiator elements (6) . However, the region of TAF250 that is cross-linked to DNA and the relative contributions of TAF250 and TAF150 to general and specific interactions to the initiator element are unknown. Other TAFs cross-link to promoter regions in vitro, suggesting that the promoter DNA wraps around TFIID (37) , and a low resolution structure of TFIID reveals a horseshoe or clamp-shaped structure with considerable surface available for contacting promoter DNA (1, 3) .
In a second model, the C-terminal region of TAF130 might not directly contact DNA but rather increase TFIID association by relieving inhibition of the TBP-TATA interaction by the N-terminal domain of TAF130. The N-terminal domain of TAF130 directly interacts with the DNA-binding surface of TBP and therefore acts as a significant inhibitor of TFIID binding to TATA elements (21, 22, 29) . An intramolecular interaction between the N-terminal and C-terminal regions of TAF130 might relieve the inhibition of the DNA-binding surface of TBP, thereby increasing overall binding of TFIID to promoters. In a related model, the C-terminal region of TAF130 might alter the conformation of TFIID in a manner that displaces the N-terminal region of TAF130 from the DNA-binding surface of TBP.
In a third model, the C-terminal region of TAF130 might interact with TFIIA, thereby contributing to the formation or stability of the TFIID-TFIIA-DNA complex. In the immobilized template assay employed here, TFIIA stimulates TFIID association with promoter DNA (41) . In vivo, the TFIIA-TBP occupancy ratio appears to be constant over many promoters, indicating that TBP and TFIIA co-occupy promoters in the context of physiological chromatin (25) . Thus, by this model, loss of the TAF130 C-terminal region would weaken the TFIID-TFIIA-DNA complex and hence the observed interaction of the mutant TFIID complex with DNA. However, TAFs are not required for TFIIA to stimulate the TBP-TATA in reactions involving purified components (16) or crude extracts and immobilized templates (41) , and the constant TFIIA-TBP occupancy ratio in vivo is independent of TAF occupancy (25) . Models in which the TAF130 C-terminal region interacts with TFIIB or components of Pol II holoenzyme are unlikely because TFIID association with promoter DNA is unaffected by the presence or absence of these factors in the immobilized template assay (41) .
These three models are not mutually exclusive, and indeed all may contribute to the association of TFIID with promoters in vivo and in vitro. Although the C-terminal region of TAF130 appears to be distinct from an HMG domain, this region is conserved among all known TAF130 homologues. It seems likely, therefore, that this region contributes to the association of TFIID complexes with promoters in other eukaryotic organisms.
